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Reducing Unmet Demand and Spoilage
in Cut Rose Logistics: Modeling and
Control of Fast Moving Perishable Goods

Xiao Lin1, Rudy R. Negenborn1, Mark B. Duinkerken1,
and Gabriel Lodewijks2

Abstract
Fresh cut flower supply chains are aware of the need for reducing spoilage and increasing customer satisfaction. This paper
focuses on a part of the cut rose supply chain, from auction house to several end customers. A new business mode is consid-
ered that would allow end customers to subscribe to florists and have a continuous supply of bouquets of roses. To make this
business mode feasible, we propose to benefit from real-time information on roses’ remaining vase life. First, a quality-aware
modeling technique is applied to describe supply chain events and quality change of cut roses among several supply chain play-
ers. Then, a distributed model predictive control strategy is used to make up-to-date decisions for supply chain players
according to the latest logistics and quality information. This approach provides a tool for multiple stakeholders to collabora-
tively plan the logistics activities in a typical cut rose supply chain based on roses’ estimated vase life in real time. The pro-
posed approach is compared with a currently used business mode in simulation experiments. Results illustrate that the new
business mode and the planning approach could reduce unmet demand and spoilage in a cut rose supply chain.

Cut flowers and foliage are some of the most traded com-
modities in the world. In 2014 alone, the amount of these
perishable goods imported to Europe from developing
countries was worth almost ã ˜ 1.2 billion, according to
the Centre for the Promotion of Imports from developing
countries (1). The Netherlands is the biggest cut flower
trader in Europe, with an annual total value of ã ˜ 2.9 bil-
lion exported to other countries.

A typical international cut flower supply chain con-
sists of growers, forwarders, importers, retailers, and cus-
tomers. In the Netherlands, Royal FloraHolland, the
Dutch auction house, is the main hub for cut flower
trades. In 2016, the turnover of cut roses, for instance,
had a value of ã ˜ 746 million, making it the largest part
of the cut flower trade in Royal FloraHolland (2).

Cut roses are highly perishable and vulnerable to high
temperatures. Efficiencies of the supply chain are often
affected by uncertainties from the weather-dependent per-
ishable nature, as well as from the dynamics of supply and
demand (3). The nature of this fragile product, the fast
moving features of the supply chain, and the complexity of
supply–demand interactions create the need for close coor-
dination among different parties within the supply chain.

This paper focuses on the part of the supply chain
after the auction house, including wholesalers, florists,

and customers. In today’s business mode, a common
practice of florists and wholesalers is to maintain a cer-
tain stock of roses. However, in this business mode,
uncertainties of demand and degradation rate often leads
to unmet demand or spoilage. To reduce the unmet
demand and spoilage, this paper considers a business
mode in which customers can subscribe to florists to
have a continuous fresh rose supply. When a bouquet at
a customer is no longer fresh, another fresh bouquet is
supplied to them. Meanwhile, with the quality informa-
tion of roses made available to suppliers by sensing and
communication technologies, the demand from custom-
ers can be predicted.

To benefit from the information of demand and qual-
ity, the authors propose an approach to schedule logistics
activities by combining quality-aware models and distrib-
uted model predictive control (DMPC). The quality-
aware model is developed to represent the logistics
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activities and quality change that roses are going through
during their life cycle. The DMPC strategy is applied to
assist wholesalers and florists when making decisions on
how many roses to purchase and which of the stocked
roses to sell, with the consideration of quality changes
due to possible disturbances from environmental factors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, a literature review on perishable goods logistics is
conducted. Then the specific objectives and contributions
of this paper are highlighted. Then the problem statement
adopting a system and control perspective is introduced,
and the assumptions considered in this approach are
explained. Then the quality-aware models to describe the
considered part of the rose supply chain, using integer/
mixed-integer linear programming formulations are pre-
sented. Then the DMPC strategy for achieving the coor-
dination within the supply chain is discussed. Then the
proposed modeling approach and control strategy are
assessed in simulation experiments. The potential of the
proposed business mode in comparison with the current
mode of operation is discussed. Lastly, the study is con-
cluded and directions are provided for future research.

Literature Review

The transport of cut roses is a race against time due to
their perishable nature. Van Meeteren (4) points out that
temperature is one of the most important factors in rose
quality control, and modeling temperature and quality
relations is beneficial for rose supply chains. Tromp et al.
(5) have examined two different models for rose quality
prediction, namely, a kinetics model and a time–
temperature model. Through analysis of experiments, they
prove that the time–temperature model has practical value
in predicting the remaining vase life of roses during trans-
port and storage. To implement this model in rose supply
chain optimization and coordination, temperature is the
key indicator that needs to be monitored with roses during
transport. Since this information can be made available in
real time by advancing sensor and communication tech-
nologies (6), this research focuses on how real-time quality
information can be used to increase the effectiveness of
supply chain activities and reduce cost and spoilage.

Limited research addresses logistics scheduling in a
rose supply network with the consideration of the
decreasing quality of fresh products. Verdouw et al. (7)
made an initial step to address this topic by designing a
conceptual framework for the Dutch horticultural supply
chain virtualization. The paper proposed that by means
of Internet-of-Things technology, a dynamic, connected,
intelligent, and quality controlled supply chain can be
realized. De Keizer et al. (8) performed a quantitative
study by designing a network for flower distribution.
The research applied a network flow model to represent

the amount of flowers being transported from auctions
to wholesalers and finally to retailers. Quality aspects
were considered with an index of time–temperature sum-
mation attached to nodes (locations) and arcs (transpor-
tations) in the network model.

Beside De Keizer et al. (8), other research also com-
bines flow models with quality degradation for perishable
goods in general. Rong et al. (9) represent temperature
differences using multiple nodes for the same location.
Goods at the same location can then be distinguished by
putting them to different nodes, resulting in different
qualities. Yu and Nagurney (10) introduce arc multipliers
to represent the change of environmental conditions and
durations. De Keizer et al. (11) use fractions of a flow to
represent goods with different quality categories in the
same flow. Although flow models have been proved to be
very useful in conventional transport systems (12, 13),
they are often not effective when including the change in
product quality together with the decisions of allocating
products. This is because these models usually need to
attach quality attributes to network attributes.
Nevertheless, the degradation of perishable goods does
not only depend on the location of the goods but also on
the environmental and products’ internal conditions. In
other words, the products’ change of location and change
of quality are two different series of events, and thus one
should not be attached to the other.

Dabbene et al. (14) propose a hybrid model, combin-
ing event-driven logistics dynamics and time-driven qual-
ity dynamics. This approach separates the two
characteristics of the product, namely logistics activities
and product quality. The representation, however, limits
the model application to a fixed supply chain without
route choices, rather than a supply network.

In our previous research (15), a preliminary quality-
aware model was developed to resolve the aforemen-
tioned problems. Instead of focusing on network flows,
the proposed approach focused on a certain number of
perishable goods using a state-space representation, con-
sisting of a quality aspect and a logistics aspect. The two
aspects can affect each other but are not dependent on
each other. Moreover, the flexibility of the model allows
different route options to be considered in the scheduling
of logistics activities. In this paper the model is extended
in order to describe several different players in a fast-
moving supply chain.

Apart from a quality-aware modeling approach,
the authors have proposed the application of a model
predictive control (MPC) strategy (16), an online
optimization-based control technique (17). MPC updates
decision-making in response to real-time information
over a given horizon. It has wide applicability in freight
transportation systems (18–20). For perishable goods
logistics, MPC also has great potential in handling the
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decision-making process, in which quality of goods and
environmental factors (such as temperature) can change
rapidly. Therefore, decisions obtained from the MPC
approach in response to these changes could increase the
efficiency of logistics activities and reduce the loss of per-
ishable goods. This paper adopts this strategy to assist the
decision-making process for several cut rose supply chain
players as price and quality changes from time to time.

Objective and Contributions

The objective of this research is to develop a decision-
making strategy for cut rose supply chain players with
the consideration of rose quality. This strategy controls
the supply chain in a coordinated way to reduce unmet
demand and spoilage. By utilizing real time and predicted
information on the vase life of roses, the strategy can
assist supply chain players to make informed decisions
on amounts and time of purchasing.

The contribution of this research is twofold. From the
theoretical perspective, the quality-aware modeling
approach is extended, so that it can effectively describe
logistics activities, quality attributes, and decision-
making in a cut rose supply chain. From the practical
perspective, it is demonstrated that the quality-aware
modeling approach and the DMPC technique are capa-
ble of handling decision-making processes for supply
chain players in a changing environment.

Problem Statement and Assumptions

This paper considers a cut rose supply network from auc-
tion house to end customers. Several involved players are
the auction house, a wholesaler, several florists, and cus-
tomers (see Figure 1). The wholesaler purchases roses
from the auction house, which are kept dry at a low

temperature. The florists buy roses from the wholesaler
and put them in water. Because roses are highly perish-
able and the demand is often not known in advance, it is
difficult for both florists and the wholesaler to determine
the number of roses in stock that would result in no loss
of sales or spoilage of roses.

In this study the end customer is seen as a supply chain
player if they prefer to have a continuous supply of rose
bouquets. When their roses perish, they will soon need
another bouquet. A future scenario is considered where
supply chain players adopt sensing technology so that
roses’ remaining vase life can be predicted. Customers can
subscribe to a local florist who keeps their houses deco-
rated with bouquets of roses. Thus the demand can be
known to the florist by estimation of the vase life of roses.

Assumptions

The following assumptions are considered in this study:

� Vase life of roses can be estimated and predicted
by the wholesaler and florists;

� An auction house has an unlimited amount of
flowers that are available to the wholesaler at any
time;

� Wholesalers and florists discard roses with low
quality according to their standards;

� Wholesalers purchase roses in boxes, and florists
purchase roses in bouquets. Each box contains
several bouquets;

� Wholesalers can always satisfy demands from flor-
ists, while florists only purchase on fixed days per
week. A penalty is added to florists if they do not
fulfill the demand from customers.

Quality-Aware Model for Cut Rose Supply
Chains

This study focuses on the decisions and operations of the
wholesaler and florists. Each supply chain player is
described in a quality-aware modeling method, consist-
ing of a logistics perspective and a quality perspective.

Logistics and Quality Evolution in a Quality-Aware
Model

From the logistics perspective, roses are considered as
units (boxes by the wholesaler, bouquets by the florists)
that go through different stages of the supply chain,
denoted by a directed graph G= fN , Eg. The nodes in
collection N stand for possible locations of each unit,
and the directed arcs in collection E stand for possible
transitions between locations. Notation lmi(k)= 1 repre-
sents that at time step k unit m is at node i. A transition

Auction house Wholesaler

Florist

Florist

Customers

Figure 1. Supply network for cut roses considered in this study.
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from one node to another takes place if umij(k)= 1, where
a decision is made at time step k, that unit m moves from
location i to location j at the next time step. Note that
every node has a self-directed arc (i= j), which allows
units to stay at the same location for several time steps.

From the quality perspective, we consider the quality
of a unit of rose qm as its remaining vase life tVL. The vase
life can be predicted using a time–temperature model (5)
with temperature T and time period in days for storage
tDay. The logistics and quality evolution of each unit
m 2 M is described as follows:

lmi(k)=
1, if unit m is at node i at time step k,
0, otherwise,

�
ð1Þ

umij(k)=
1, if unit m moves from node i to

node j after time step k,
0, otherwise,

8<
: ð2Þ

lmj(k + 1)=
1, if lmi(k)=1 and umij(k)=1,
0, otherwise,

�
ð3Þ

tVL =A� 1

20
(T � 273:15)tDay, ð4Þ

Dqi =
1

20
(Ti � 273:15), ð5Þ

qm(k + 1)= qm(k)�
X
(i, j)2E

Dqi(k)umij(k): ð6Þ

in which Equations 1–3 represent the evolution of logis-
tics attributes (locations and movements) of unit m.
Equations 4–6 are the evolution of quality attributes, in
which Equations 5 and 6 illustrate that deterioration rate
per day Dqi is related to the temperature Ti at node i. A is
the initial vase life, which is estimated by Tromp et al.
(5) to be 10 days.

Equations 1–6 describe the two aspects of the
dynamics (logistics and quality) of a unit of roses in a
quality-aware model. Next, the model is developed spe-
cifically for the wholesaler and the florists in cut rose
supply chains.

Quality-Aware Logistics Model for Florists

Each florist purchases roses from a wholesaler, stores
them in water, and then supplies them to subscribed cus-
tomers. The graphical representation (Gf = fN f , Ef g) of
the connections between a florist f 2 F and other parties
is shown in Figure 2. In this graph, node of = 1 repre-
sents the location of the wholesaler; node b= 2 repre-
sents the location of the florist; node c 2 C= f3, 4, 5g
represents different customers that subscribed to this
florist. Node zf = 6 is a virtual node for disposing of
roses that are no longer fresh.

Now we consider the dynamics of each bouquet unit
m in the collection of cut roses Mf under control of a
florist f at step k, and the dynamics of all roses at the
florist f at time step k as follows:X

(i, j)2Ef

umij(k)= 1, 8m 2 Mf , k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, ð7Þ

X
p2P(i)[fig

umpi(k)=
X

j2S(i)[fig
umij(k + 1),

8m 2 Mf , i 2 N f , k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð8Þ

X
j2S(i)[fig

umij(1)= lmi(1), 8m 2 Mf , i 2 N f , ð9Þ

X
m2Mf

X
i2P(j)

umij(k)�Cj, 8j 2 N f , k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, ð10Þ

qm(k + 1)= qm(k)�
X

(i, j)2Ef

Dqi(k)umij(k),

8m 2 Mf , k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð11Þ

Q(1� umbc(k)) � qlowf � qm(k),

k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, c 2 C,
ð12Þ

Q(1� umbb(k)) � qlowf � qm(k), 8m 2 Mf , k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð13Þ

Q(1� umcc(k))+ qm(k) � 0,

8m 2 Mf , k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, c 2 C,
ð14Þ

X
m2Mf

umof b(t)�QB
f
k(t), 8t 2 f1, . . . ,NPg, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g:

ð15Þ

lf (k)= fl1(k), . . . , lm(k), . . . , lMf
(k)gT, ð16Þ

qf (k)= fq1(k), . . . , qm(k), . . . , qMf
(k)gT, ð17Þ

21

3

4

5

6

Wholesaler Florist

Customers

Dispose

Figure 2. The graph Gf for a florist.
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Dqf (k)= fDq1(k), . . . ,Dqi(k), . . . ,DqNf
(k)gT, ð18Þ

uf (k)= fu111(k), . . . , umij(k), . . . gT, ð19Þ

Xf (k)= flTf (k), qTf (k)g
T, ð20Þ

Xf (k + 1)= gf Xf (k), uf (k),Dqf (k)
� �

, ð21Þ

in which Equation 7 ensures that at any time step, the tran-
sition of locations of a unit/bouquet m should follow only
one arc; Equation 8 makes sure that the unit always fol-
lows the directed arcs when being moved (P(i) and S(i) are
the collection of the predecessor and successor nodes of
node i, respectively); Equation 9 ensures that the decisions
for movements of the upcoming time step k + 1 should be
from the current location i at time step k; Constraint 10
guarantees that the number of units at a certain location j

at the same time step k does not exceed the capacity of this
location Cj; Equation 11 keeps track of the quality of each
unit. In the following constraints, Q is a large, positive
value. Equations 12 and 13 force roses with a vase life less
than qlow at florists to be discarded, and thus customers
(c 2 C) will not receive roses with too low a quality;
Constraint 14 describes that roses at customers are dis-
carded when running out of vase life. Constraint 15
describes that the purchases made by florists from the
wholesaler follow a pattern B, an array denoting on which
in the NP upcoming days the florists visit the wholesaler.
For instance, B

f
k = f0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0g represents whether

the florist f will have purchasing plans on the following
days seen from day k, and the second element in the array
(B

f
k(2)= 1) indicates that on day k + 2, florist f has a pur-

chase plan. In this paper, we consider the length of the vec-
tor B related to a predictive horizon (NP) determined by
the proposed control strategy, which will be discussed later.
In Equations 16–21, arrays lf (k), qf (k), Dqf (k), uf (k) repre-
sent locations, qualities, deterioration rates, and decisions
of all the units at time step k, respectively. Xf (k) stands for
the current system state at time step k. Function gf is the
state transition of the system of the future system state
Xf (k + 1) based on the current state Xf (k) and decisions
of movements uf (k). Note that the arrays in Xf (k + 1) can
be derived from Equations 3 and 6, respectively.

Quality-Aware Logistics Model for the Wholesaler

The part of the logistics system for the wholesaler w is rep-
resented by graph Gw in Figure 3. The wholesaler receives
demand information from the florists and purchases roses
from the auction house. The wholesaler also discards roses
of low quality according to its own regulation. In Gw we
represent the auction house by node ow = 1, wholesaler by
node s= 2, dispose by node zw = 3.

Note that the wholesaler buys roses in boxes but sells
them to florists in bouquets. Therefore, a box of roses can
be sold to different florists. We introduce a variable hm(k),
denoting the quantity (of bouquets) of roses left in a box
m at the wholesaler, at time step k. Decision variable rm(k)
represents the number of bouquets required by florists
from the box m at time step k from the wholesaler.

We now discuss the dynamics of each box of roses
m 2 Mw under control of the wholesaler w and the
dynamics of all the boxes of roses is demonstrated in a
state-space fashion as follows:

X
(i, j)2Ew

umij(k)= 1, 8m 2Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, ð22Þ

X
p2P(i)[fig

umpi(k)=
X

j2S(i)[fig
umij(k + 1),

8m 2 Mw, i 2 N w, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð23Þ

X
j2S(i)[fig

umij(1)= lmi(1), 8m 2 Mw, i 2 N w, ð24Þ

qm(k + 1)= qm(k)�
X

(i, j)2Ew

Dqi(k)umij(k),

8m 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð25Þ

Q(1� umss(k)) � qloww � qm(k), 8m 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð26Þ

hm(k + 1)= hm(k)� rm(k), 8m 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð27Þ

XNP�1

t = 0

rm(t)� hm(k), 8m 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, ð28Þ

1 2

3

Auction house

Wholesaler Florists

Dispose

Figure 3. The graph Gw for the wholesaler.
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rm(k)�Q umows(k)+ umss(k)ð Þ, 8m 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,
ð29ÞX

m2Mw

rm(k)=
X
f 2F

df (k), 8k 2 f1, 2, . . .g, ð30Þ

umss(k)�Q hm(1)�
Xk

t = 1

rm(t)

 !
,8m 2Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . .g,

ð31Þ

lw(k)= fl11(k), . . . , lmi(k), . . . gT, ð32Þ

qw(k)= fq1(k), . . . , qm(k), . . . , qMw
(k)gT, ð33Þ

Dqw(k)= fDq1(k), . . . ,Dqi(k), . . . ,DqNw
(k)gT, ð34Þ

h(k)= fh1(k), . . . , hm(k), . . . , hMw
(k)gT, ð35Þ

uw(k)= fu111(k), . . . , umij(k), . . . gT, ð36Þ

r(k)= fr1(k), . . . , rm(k), . . . , rMw
(k)gT, ð37Þ

d(k)= fd1(k), . . . , df (k), . . . , dF(k)gT, ð38Þ

Xw(k)= flTw(k), qTw(k), hT(k)g
T, ð39Þ

Xw(k + 1)= gw Xw(k), uw(k), r(k),Dqw(k), d(k)ð Þ, ð40Þ

in which Equations 22 and 23 are the topology con-
straints that ensure units appear at one place at each
time step and move along the directed arcs of the graph;
Equation 24 ensures that the decisions for movements of
the upcoming time step k + 1 should be from the current
location i at time step k; Equation 25 keeps track of the
quality of each unit; Inequality 26 keeps the quality of
roses at the wholesaler by discarding the ones that have
a quality lower than qloww ; Equation 27 explains how the
quantity of roses in a box m can change over time;
Inequality 28 ensures that the number of bouquets taken
from each box m over the horizon NP should be no more
than the number of bouquets that are left at each time
step k; Inequality 29 ensures that florists can only pur-
chase roses from boxes arriving or stored at the wholesa-
ler; Equation 30 ensures that roses removed from boxes
at the wholesaler equal the demand from the florists.
Equation 31 ensures that once all the roses are removed
from the box, the unit for the box moves to the next
stage (dispose). In Equations 32–40, arrays lw(k), qw(k),
Dqw(k), h(k), uw(k), r(k), and d(k) represent locations,
qualities, deterioration rates, quantities left in boxes,
decisions of all the movements, decisions of all the num-
bers of bouquets taken from each box, and demand from
all the florists at time step k, respectively. Xw(k) is the
current system state for all roses considered at the whole-
saler at time step k. Function gw is the state transition to
the future state Xw(k + 1).

Control Strategy for Real-Time
Coordination

The previous section presents the quality-aware models
for rose handling at the wholesaler and florists. This sec-
tion introduces the control strategy for each supply chain
player to make optimal decisions, and to coordinate with
others in the supply chain. Firstly, the objective functions
of controllers at the wholesaler and the florists are intro-
duced. Subsequently, a rotating units method is intro-
duced in order to cope with a fast-moving rose supply
chain. Then, control algorithms for each controller and
inter-controller communication are described.

Objectives of the Controllers

The controller at each florist f aims to minimize the cost
of buying roses and unmet demand. Each bouquet costs
a1 and the penalty for each unmet demand per day is a2.
Similarly, the controller at the wholesaler seeks to mini-
mize the cost of purchasing roses. Each box of roses costs
b(k), as this price may vary from day to day. An upcom-
ing time period f1, . . . , k, . . . ,NPg is considered. The
objective functions for controllers at florists (Jf ) and the
wholesaler (Jw) are listed as follows:

min Jf =a1

XNP

k = 1

X
m2Mf

umof b(k)+a2

XNP

k = 1

X
j2C

1�
X

m2Mf

X
i2P(j)[fjg

umij(k)

0
@

1
A,

ð41Þ

min Jw =
XNP

k = 1

X
m2Mw

b(k)umows(k): ð42Þ

Rotating Unit Method and Communication between
Controllers

In this modeling approach, the number of units in a sys-
tem needs to be defined before optimization. However,
roses are fast-moving goods as they come into and are
consumed from the supply chain all the time. This feature
requires controllers to be capable of introducing new
units and disposing of consumed/spoiled units. A rotat-
ing unit method is applied: when a bouquet/box enters a
supply chain player, it is registered to a unit with the new
attributes (quality and location). When the bouquet/box
is disposed of, it is unregistered and the unit moves to the
beginning of the supply chain to register as a new bou-
quet/box of roses. Therefore, given a pre-determined
number of units, these units can be ‘‘reused’’ over time,
instead of trying to include every future unit in the
model. Consider any unit m in the wholesaler/florist, the
following operations show how this method is applied:
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qmf
(k + 1)= qmw

(k + 1), if umf of b(k)= 1 and rmw
� 0,

8mf 2 Mf ,mw 2Mw, f 2 F , k 2 f1, 2, . . . ,NPg,
ð43Þ

qmf
(k + 1)= qloww , if umf izf

(k)= 1,

8mf 2Mf , f 2 F , i 2 P(zf ), k 2 f1, 2, . . . ,NPg,
ð44Þ

lmf of
(k + 1)= 1, lmf zf

(k + 1)= 0, if umf izf
(k)= 1,

8mf 2 Mf , i 2 P(zf ), k 2 f1, 2, . . . ,NPg,
ð45Þ

qmw
(k + 1)= qinimw

(k + 1), if umwows(k)= 1,
8mw 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . . ,NPg,

ð46Þ

lmwow
(k + 1)= 1, lmwzw

(k + 1)= 0, if umwizw
(k)= 1,

8mw 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . . ,NPg:
ð47Þ

hmw
(k + 1)= hini, if umwizw

(k)= 1,
8mw 2 Mw, k 2 f1, 2, . . . ,NPg:

ð48Þ

Equation 43 describes the communication of quality
between the wholesaler and a florist when purchases
happen: the quality of a new bouquet moving into a flor-
ist f is updated with the quality of the box from which
the bouquet is taken. If the bouquets are taken from
more than one box, their qualities should be updated
according to the qualities of the boxes. Note that units
are indexed here (as mf and mw) to discriminate a ‘‘box
unit’’ of the wholesaler from a ‘‘bouquet unit’’ from a
florist. Equations 44 and 45 show that when a bouquet is
disposed of, the unit is unregistered with the bouquet,
moved to node 1, and registered with a newly registered
minimum acceptable quality from the wholesaler.
Although the quality information of the new bouquet is
not yet available to the florist before the purchase, it is
guaranteed with a minimum quality (ensured by con-
straint 26). Similarly, wholesalers apply the same princi-
ple with the rotating unit method. In Equations 46 and
48, the quality and initial quantity is updated with infor-
mation from the auction house. Equation 47 takes care
of the re-registration of units to new boxes of roses.

Distributed Control Algorithms

We list the algorithms for the control strategies for the
florists and the wholesaler as follows.

Algorithm for florist f :

1. Examine the current system state Xf (k) and the
purchase pattern B

f
k .

2. Solve the binary integer linear programming
problem with the objective function (Equation
41) and constraints (Equations 7–15). Compute
the optimal solution over the horizon:
ûf (k), . . . , ûf (k +NP � 1)
� �

.

3. Send purchase plans
P

m2Mf
umof b(k)

� �
for the

time steps k + 1 to k +NP to the wholesaler.
4. After receiving confirmation from the wholesaler,

purchase roses from wholesaler with certain quali-
ties, update qualities of newly purchased bouquets
in qf (k + 1) using Equation 43.

5. Execute the decisions û(k) using Equation 21, and
rotate units that are disposed of, and register qua-
lities to these units according to Equations 43–45.
This results in the new system state Xf (k + 1).

Algorithm for wholesaler w:

1. Examine the current system state Xw(k).
2. Receive the total demand from florists d(k) over

the prediction horizon.
3. Solve the mixed-integer linear programming

problem with the objective function (Equation
42), constraints (Equations 22–31), and the daily
update of the price b(k). Compute the optimal
solution over the horizon: ûw(k), . . . ,ð
ûw(k +NP � 1)Þ and r̂(k), . . . , r̂M (k +NP � 1)ð Þ.

4. Sell roses to florists with certain qualities accord-
ing to r̂(k). Update the florists about the qualities
of the sold items using Equation 43.

5. Execute the decisions ûw(k) and r̂m(k); rotate units
that are disposed of; and register qualities to these
units according to Equations 46–48. This results
in the new system state Xw(k + 1).

In Figure 4, a flowchart is presented to illustrate how
and when inter-controller communications are carried
out within a control loop at time step k. When florists
have generated purchase plans, they send this informa-
tion to the wholesaler. The wholesaler then decides which
roses to sell to the florists. The quality information is
updated with the florists, as these bouquets being traded
are registered with units at each florist.

Simulation Experiments

In this section, simulation experiments are carried out to
compare the effectiveness of the current handling method
and the proposed approach. Firstly, the current approach
is explained and the parameters of the scenario are intro-
duced. Then, results of simulations are presented and
discussed.

To demonstrate the potential of the proposed
approach in the business mode, its performance is com-
pared with a simulation of a reference group without the
proposed approach. The supply chain players in the ref-
erence group apply the strategy of maintaining their
stocks at certain levels. This is commonly seen in today’s
cut flower supply chains. In this paper it is assumed that
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florists 1 and 2 aim to maintains their stock at two and
three bouquets, respectively; the wholesaler maintains
the stock at no less than five bouquets.

Scenario Description

We consider the scenario of one wholesaler, two florists,
and six customers (as shown in Figure 1). The para-
meters and initial system states are given in Table 1. In

the scenario, we consider Ntotal = 16 days as the total
time period. The purchase pattern of each florist each
week stays the same. The price of purchasing a box of
roses from auction houses can vary from day to day. We
consider bt kð Þ as the price of day t + k � 1 seen from
day t (e.g., b3(1) is the price of day 3 seen from day 3).
Since the auction price cannot be predicted, the wholesa-
ler uses the average price (ã ˜ 15) as a reference for the
predictive controller. Similarly, Dqt

f (k) and Dqt
w(k) are

the degradation rates for day t + k � 1 seen from day t.
Initial locations of each unit lf (1) and lw(1) are denoted
as the node numbers of the locations, instead of the bin-
ary indicators (e.g., if lmi(1)= 1 then the m-th number in
the value is i).

The optimization problems are solved by Cplex
v12.5.1 in a Matlab 2015b, Windows 7 64-bit environ-
ment, on a desktop with Intel Core 2 Q8400 2.66GHz
and 4GB RAM. Running the whole program takes only
19 seconds.

Results and Discussion

The results from the current approach and the proposed
approach are compared in Table 2. Performance indica-
tors are unmet demand from florists, total cost of the
wholesaler buying roses from an auction house, and total
number of spoiled bouquets over the whole simulation.

Compared with the current approach, florists in the
proposed approach have the number of spoiled bouquets
reduced to zero. Unmet demands from subscribed cus-
tomers are also much lower. The wholesaler has one
spoiled bouquet but has fewer costs making purchases
from the auction house. Although the auction price per
box of roses of the upcoming days is assumed unknown
in advance, considering an average price of e15 (b in
Table 1) is helpful for the wholesaler in making purchas-
ing plans.

Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was carried out regarding a1 (the
cost of buying from the wholesaler), a2 (penalty of spoil-
ing cut roses), b (cost of buying from the auction), and
uncertainty in prediction of Dq. Experiments were con-
ducted with the adjusted parameter values in different
scenarios, with results shown in Table 2. A scenario with
a static bid price assumes that the cost of each box
from the auction house is static (bt(k)= 15,
8k 2 f1, . . . ,NPg, t 2 f1, . . . ,Ntotalg). A dynamic envi-
ronment refers to the scenario introduced by Table 1, in
which prediction of vase-life change may not be accurate.
A static environment assumes that the prediction of
quality change is accurate.

Start

Read current 
state and 

purchase pattern

Read current 
state and 

purchase pattern

Solve the 
optimization 
problem (41) 

with constraints 
(7)-(15)

Solve the 
optimization 
problem (41) 

with constraints 
(7)-(15)

Send purchase 
plan to 

wholesaler

Send purchase 
plan to 

wholesaler

Receive demand 
from florists

Solve the 
optimization 
problem (42) 

with constraints 
(22)-(31)

Florist 1 Florist 2Wholesaler

k k+1

Purchase roses 
from the 

wholesaler and 
update quality

Purchase roses 
from the 

wholesaler and 
update quality

Sell roses to 
florists and 

update quality

Execute 
solution, unit 
rotation, and 

quality register 

Execute 
solution, unit 
rotation, and 

quality register 

Execute 
solution, unit 
rotation, and 

quality register 

Read current 
state 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the coordinated control strategy at time
step k.
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When the price for a box of roses from the auction
house is static and predictable, the wholesaler only buys
roses when necessary, spending less in purchasing roses
and resulting in less spoilage. While in reality, the wholesa-
ler needs to compare the current auction price with the
average value and buys roses in advance if the auction
offers a good deal, which can result in increased buying
frequency. In a dynamic environment, when the cost of
each bouquet a1 = 0, the wholesaler buys more roses from
the auction house and thus more roses flow into this part
of the supply network, which results in an increase in spoi-
lage. When a1 = 5, a2 = 0:5, as the penalty for unmet
demand is so low, florists would rather pay the penalty
instead of purchasing roses to fulfill the demand from cus-
tomers. If the penalty, on the other hand, is very high (e.g.,
a2 = 500), the florists will sometimes supply bouquets to
the customers before the previous bouquet deteriorates to
reduce the possibility of demand being unsatisfied. In addi-
tion, experiments in static circumstances result in lower

unmet demand, spoilage, and cost, with accurate quality
information.

In summary, the results illustrate that this approach
of quality-aware modeling and control can largely bene-
fit supply chain players. The application of the new busi-
ness mode brings wholesalers, florists, and customers
into closer coordination. In this way, purchased roses
are better used, with reduced prices, unmet demand, and
spoilage. A closer analysis shows that a higher penalty
for unmet demand or lower price of bouquets may result
in a higher flow volume, and more accurate prediction of
vase life may help stakeholders make even better deci-
sions in logistics operations.

Conclusions and Future Research

Cut roses are traded and transported in significant
amounts across continents. Nevertheless, the highly
perishable nature and complexity in supply–demand

Table 1. Scenario Considered in the Experiments

Parameter Value

System NP 7
Ntotal 16
M Mf = 12, Mw = 8
N Nf = 6, Nw = 3
qlow qlow

f = 6, qlow
w = 8

W 1
F 2
C 3
a1 e5
a2 e25
bt(k) bt(1)=N; 15, 1:5ð Þ, bt(k)jk�2 = 15, t 2 f1, . . . ,Ntotalg

Florist 1 lf (1)jf = 1 f1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5g
qf (1)jf = 1 f7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 3, 1, 2g
Bf

1(1)jf = 1
f1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0g

Dqt
f (k)jf = 1 Dqt

i ji= 1, 6(k)= 0,Dqt
2(k)= 0:8, Dqt

3(k)= 1, Dq1
i ji= 4, 5(1)= 1:2

Dqt+ 1
i ji= 4, 5(1)=N; Dqt

i ji= 4, 5(1), 0:1
� �

, 8t 2 f1, . . . ,Ntotal � 1g
Dqt

4(k);N Dqt
4(1), 0:05+ 0:003k

� �
, 8k 2 f2, . . . ,NPg

Dqt
5(k);N Dqt

5(1), 0:06+ 0:005k
� �

, 8k 2 f2, . . . ,NPg
Florist 2 lf (1)jf = 2 f1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 4, 5g

qf (1)jf = 2 f7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 3, 1, 2g
Bf

1(1)jf = 2
f0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0g

Dqt
f (k)jf = 2 Dqt

i ji= 1, 6(k)= 0, Dqt
3(k)= 1:1, Dq1

i ji= 4, 5(1)= 1:1

Dqt+ 1
i ji= 4, 5(1)=N; Dqt

i ji= 4, 5(1), 0:12
� �

,8t 2 f1, . . . ,Ntotal � 1g
Dqt

4(k);N Dqt
4(1), 0:05+ 0:003k

� �
, 8k 2 f2, . . . ,NPg

Dqt
5(k);N Dqt

5(1), 0:06+ 0:005k
� �

, 8k 2 f2, . . . ,NPg
Wholesaler lw(1) f1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2g

qw(1) f9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10g
h(1) f5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 2g
Dqt

w(k) Dqt
i ji= 1, 3(k)= 0, Dq1

2(1)= 0:3

Dqt+ 1
2 (1);N Dqt

2(1), 0:02
� �

,8t 2 f1, . . . ,Ntotal � 1g
Dqt

2(k);N Dqt
2(1), 0:01+ 0:002k

� �
, 8k 2 f2, . . . ,NPg
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relations often brings challenges to supply chain players
in reducing waste and loss of sales at the same time. The
authors consider a business mode that brings end cus-
tomers into the rose supply chain together with wholesa-
lers and florists. In this mode, customers can subscribe
to a florist to receive a continuous supply of fresh bou-
quets of roses. This business mode can be realized by
sensor and communication technologies, which makes
remaining vase life known to other players in the supply
chain. In order to fully benefit from this business mode,
the authors propose a decision-making strategy combin-
ing a quality-aware modeling method and a distributed
control approach. This strategy is designed to coordinate
several players in a fast-moving perishable goods supply
chain with uncertainties. Simulation experiments illus-
trate that the realization of this business mode via the
proposed approach could significantly reduce unmet
demand and spoilage in a cut rose supply chain.

This paper focuses on a part of a cut rose supply chain
from an auction house to the end customers. Future
research may include modeling of larger scale supply net-
works, impacts on long-haul transport, investigation of
more detailed and practical extensions in supply chain
coordinations, and validation in real-world experiments
with different types of horticultural products.
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